ATS 760: Global Carbon Cycle

Overview of the Global Carbon Cycle

Where Has All
the Carbon Gone?
Please read:
• Denning (2017)
• LeQuere et al (2016)

What is Carbon?
• Element #6 in the
Periodic Table
– 6 protons
– 6 neutrons (usually)
– 6 electrons

• All the carbon in the
universe was made
inside of stars!
– 2 Hydrogen atoms
make a Helium atom

ATS 760: Lecture 1 – Overview of the Global Carbon Cycle

Carbon is Important
• Outer electron shell can
donate or receive 4
“valence” electrons
• Basis for all of organic
chemistry and life!

Scott Denning

CSU

Atmospheric Science

– 3 Helium atoms make a
Carbon atom

Carbon, Life, & Energy
• Photosynthesis uses
energy from the sun
to convert inorganic
air (CO2) to living
biomass!
• Most of this energy is
released through
respiration (back to
CO2) when plants are
eaten by animals,
bacteria, people
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Fossil Fuels

Hydrocarbons, Energy, and CO2
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We dig this stuff (“fossil fuels”) up and burn it,
harvesting the stored energy to power civilization
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Some of the stored solar energy in biomass
can be preserved in fossilized remains

1820’s – Joseph Fourier
• Showed that
solar heat
alone isn’t
enough to
explain
Earth’s warm
climate
• Coined the
“Greenhouse”
analogy
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1860’s – John Tyndall
• First direct
measurements of
the absorption of
infrared radiation
by CO2 gas in the
laboratory
• CO2 absorbs IR
the wavelengths
emitted by Earth
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1890’s – Svante Arrhenius
• Measured IR
absorption by
the Earth’s
atmosphere
• Showed
doubling CO2
would warm
global average
temperature by
3 Celsius

1950’s – David Keeling

CSU

• Made lowprecision CO2
measurements
all over the
world
• Suggested CO2
from coal might
not all dissolve
into oceans

1960’s – Counting Carbon

• Developed an
instrument to precisely
measure CO2

• CO2 rising fast – not
dissolving into
oceans as
previously thought

• 1957 – first routine
measurements of CO2
in the air in southern
California

• CO2 increase in the
atmosphere only
half as fast as it’s
being produced by
burning coal, oil,
and gas!

• 1959 – beginning of
continuous CO2
measurements atop
Mauna Loa in Hawaii

Scott Denning

1930’s – Guy Callendar

Atmospheric Science

• Half the fossil
carbon is missing!
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Carbonic Acid
• CO2 dissolves in water to
make carbonic acid
• That’s why beer goes with
pizza and Chardonnay
goes with Brie

The
Oceans

• Dissolves twice as well in
cold water as warm water
• That’s why beer & soda go
flat when they warm up
• Cold polar ocean soaks up
CO2, warm tropical oceans
release it

Bomb RadioCarbon
Carbonate
Equilibria
in
Seawater

• In 1963, US and USSR signed a Limited
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
• Before it went into effect, they tested
dozens of bombs in the atmosphere
• Huge spike of radioactive 14CO2
• Carbon chemistry & biology, but each
molecule is labeled “made in 1964”
• Only half of the missing carbon is in the
oceans

Scott Denning
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The “Missing Sink”
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The Missing Sink
Must Be On Land
• Plants eat CO2 for a
living
(photosynthesis) …

The Missing Sink
Must Be On Land

• Adding CO2 does make plants grow faster in
laboratory or greenhouse conditions, but
• That doesn’t necessarily explain missing sink!

• Does adding CO2
to the air make them
bulk up?
• Just like adding
Girl Scout cookies
to my house!

All Things Must Pass

Longstanding Balance
Growth and death
were balanced
over time

• Plants die.
• Eventually ~ everything is eaten by microbes,
which respire 100% of the carbon back to CO2

Scott Denning

CSU
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Before the industrial revolution, atmospheric
CO2 was very steady ~ 280 ppm for millennia
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“Plants are growing
faster than they’re dying”
• Not true everywhere, but it’s
true of the Earth as a whole!
• Since good measurements began in the
1950’s, growth minus decay has been
~ 25% of fossil fuel combustion

Carbon Storage & Turnover
in Land Ecosystems
• Photosynthesis converts
inorganic gas into living
plants
• Plants die and become
“litter”
• Microbes eat litter and
poop soil carbon
• Soil carbon is eventually
also eaten by microbes,
but some lasts for many
centuries

Scott Denning

CSU
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What about
• tropical
deforestation?
• land clearing for
development?
• Plowing the prairies
for crops?

CO2 Fertilization
sink
t

time

space

growth - decomposition

• When we say there is a carbon sink on
land, we’re saying that over many decades

How can it be possible that plants are
growing faster than they’re dying?

growth & decomposition

Longstanding Imbalance

when & where could CO2 fertilization make a sink

• Increasing plant growth (NPP) due to enhanced
atmospheric CO2
• Delayed increased respiration (residence time)
• Spatial pattern follows both growth & residence t
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Free Air Carbon Enrichment

(FACE)

• Fumigation rings
maintain steady
levels of elevated
CO2 in canopies
under changing
weather
conditions

Duke FACE Results
elevated CO2

ambient CO2

• Enhanced growth
in elevated CO2

• Control and
replicated
treatments test
effects of CO2,
water, N, etc

• “Acclimitization”
after a few years
Norby et al (2010)

Nitrogen Fertilization
• Atmospheric N2 is
triply-bound so
chemically and
biologically inert
• Natural N-fixation by
lightning and by
specialized microbes,
linked to very tight N
cycling in biosphere
• Manufacture of
fertilizers uses energy
to fix N
• Combustion burns air!

Scott Denning

CSU
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Emissions

Transported

Assimilated

Atmospheric
Deposition of
Fixed N
• Combustion
burns air!
• N2 + O2 -> 2 NO
• (NO, NO2) -> NO3
• Geography of
industry and westerly
winds
• N-limited forests take
up C:N at 200:1
Townsend et al. 1996
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Changing Land Use
• No forest in New England in 1850
• Demise of family farms in 20th Century
• Regrowth of woodlands & forests

Ecosystem Succession
growth
C
rot

• Every molecule derived from CO2

Woodwell and Whittaker, 1968

Ecosystem Succession

Boreal Warming & Greening
• Arctic is warming
almost twice as
fast as the world
as a whole
• Many places have
50% longer
growing season
than 50 yr ago
• Shrubs invade
tundra, forest
spreads north

Scott Denning

CSU

Atmospheric Science
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Units of Measure
What’s a gigaton?
• A gigaton is a billion
(metric) tons
• Precisely equal to
the mass of
1 cubic km of water

H 2O

• 1 Gt of carbon
= 3.7 Gt of CO2
(because of the
weight of the
oxygen)

Global Carbon Cycle
About half the
CO2 released
by humans is
absorbed by
oceans and
land

Atmosphere

~90

800+ 5/yr

~120

~90
Ocean

~120

10 GtC/yr

“Missing”
carbon is
hard to find
among
large
natural
fluxes
Land

Humans
38,000

2000

Carbon Sources and Sinks
• Half the carbon from
fossil fuels remains in the
atmosphere
• The other half goes into
land and oceans
• Land sink was
unexpected is very noisy,
and remains unreliable in
future
Global Carbon Project

Scott Denning

CSU

The
Oceans

• Future of carbon sinks is
much harder to predict
than temperatures

Atmospheric Science
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Vertical Structure of the Oceans

Observing the Deep Ocean

sfc

4 km

•
•
•
•

Warm buoyant “raft” floats at surface
Cold deep water is only “formed” at high latitudes
Very stable, hard to mix, takes ~ 1000 years!
Icy cold, inky black, most of the ocean
doesn’t know we’re here yet!

Observing the Deep Ocean
WOCE/JGOFS/OACES Global Survey Data

Fossil CO2
• Estimated from total observed
DIC using stoichiometry
• Most anthropogenic DIC
confined to top few 100 m
• “Shoaling” in tropics,
convection at higher latitudes
• Some “contamination” of
bottom water in Atlantic
(both hemispheres)

(Feeley et al, 2001)

Scott Denning

CSU
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Ocean Acidification

Where Has All the Carbon
Gone?

• Into the oceans

Atmosphere

– Solubility pump (CO2 very soluble in cold water, but rates
are limited by slow physical mixing)
– Biological pump (slow “rain” of organic debris)

• Into the land

Sink Saturation
• Land – very vulnerable, very uncertain!

– CO2 Fertilization
(plants eat CO2 … is more better?)
– Nutrient fertilization
(N-deposition and fertilizers)
Land
Ocean change
– Land-use
(forest regrowth, fire suppression, woody encroachment …
but what about Wal-Marts?)
Fossil
– Response to changing climate
(e.g., Boreal warming)

Carbon-Climate Futures
Friedlingstein et al (2006)
Land
Atmosphere

– Only CO2 fertilization has “legs”

300 ppm!

Feeley et al, 2004

– N-deposition and Regrowth are transient
– Boreal warming may switch to a huge source!

• Ocean – slow & safe for near-term,
scary for the long term
– Limited by rate of physical mixing into deep
ocean against buoyancy
– As surface water warms, mixing will slow

Scott Denning

Ocean

• Coupled simulations of climate and
the carbon cycle (CMIP3, C4MIP)

– Thousands of years to reach equilibrium!

• Given nearly identical human
emissions, different models project
dramatically different futures!

– Acidification chemistry limits total uptake

• Mostly depends on CO2 fert & temp

CSU

Atmospheric Science
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CO2 “Budget” of the World
284

Bathtub Drainage

Climatic Change (2008) 90:283–297

Fossil Fuel
Burning
At about the same time as the first accurate pCO2 measurements, Revelle and Suess
(1957) showed that the uptake of CO2 into seawater is enhanced by carbonate buffer
chemistry, but only one tenth as strongly as might be naively inferred from the relative
billion
concentrations
tons go in of carbon in the air and in the water. Most of the carbon dissolved in
billion
added
seawater is in the form of bicarbonate, rather than in the form of carbonate
ion,tons
which
reacts
every
seeyear
that the CO2
to buffer CO2 invasion. In the model results presented below, we will
uptake capacity of the ocean diminishes with increasing CO2 release, because of the
depletion of the carbonate billion
ion content
of the ocean.
tons carbon
To make matters worse, the rate of CO2 uptake by the oceans is much slower than might be
inferred from the large surface area of the oceans. Only a small area of the ocean
communicates with the largest “pool” of water, the deep sea. Therefore the equilibration time
between the atmosphere and the ocean is several centuries, much longer than one might
Ocean
naively expect by simply
looking at a globe, or at a “blue planet” photograph from space.
Carbon cycle models respond to a release of new CO2 into the atmosphere in a series of
=
several well-defined stages lasting for +many millennia
(Fig.
1; Archer
et al.
billion
tons go
out1998; Broecker
and Takahashi 1978; Caldeira 1995; Caldeira and Rau 2000; Sundquist 1990; Sundquist
1991; Tans and Bakwin 1995; Walker and Kasting 1992). The CO2 in the atmosphere
through this time will not consist of the exact same CO2 molecules emitted from fossil fuel
combustion, because of the copious exchange of carbon with the ocean and the land
surface. However, the CO2 concentration in the air remains higher than it would have been,
because of the larger inventory of CO2 in the atmosphere/ocean/land carbon cycle.
We present a summary of long-term carbon cycle models from the recently published
literature (Table 1). Some of the models are more detailed than others, and the models make
different assumptions about the responses of the terrestrial biosphere, and the ocean
circulation, to climate changes. We also show new results from the CLIMBER model (Fig. 2).
The model results are sorted according to the amount of CO2 released, into “Moderate”
and “Large” CO2 slugs. Moderate is 1,000–2,000 gigatons of carbon (Gton C), while Large
is 4,000–5,000 Gton C. For comparison, the IPCC business-as-usual scenario (SRES A1B)
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Climate forcing comes from the water,
not from the faucet!

Airborne Fraction of the Total CO2 Release

The Long Tail

60%
50%
Ocean Invasion
40%
30%
20%

• Fast,
medium,
slow

• Growth & death have been mostly balanced
over geologic time
• We are mining the tiny residual that formed
over half a billion years and injecting it into the
air in a few centuries

Reaction with Igneous Rocks

Climatic Change (2008) 90:283–297
DOI 10.1007/s10584-008-9413-1
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Some of the CO2 we emit today will still
be warming the climate 100,000 years
from now!

Fig. 1 Schematic breakdown of the atmospheric lifetime of fossil fuel CO2 into various long-term natural
The
millennial
sinks.
Modelatmospheric
results fromlifetime
Archer (2005)
of anthropogenic CO2
David Archer & Victor Brovkin

Summary
• CO2 in the atmosphere cycles vigorously with
huge pools in the land and oceans

Reaction with CaCO3

0

http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/big-idea/05/carbon-bath

• Three additive
exponentials

10%
0%

John Sterman, MIT

• Small responses to land & ocean carbon
exchange now take up 50% of fossil CO2
• Carbon sinks will saturate over time
• Some of the CO2 will last 100’s of centuries
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Abstract The notion is pervasive in the climate science community and in the public at
large that the climate impacts of fossil fuel CO2 release will only persist for a few centuries.
This conclusion has no basis in theory or models of the atmosphere/ocean carbon cycle,
which we review here. The largest fraction of the CO2 recovery will take place on time
scales of centuries, as CO2 invades the ocean, but a significant fraction of the fossil fuel
CO2, ranging in published models in the literature from 20–60%, remains airborne for a
thousand years or longer. Ultimate recovery takes place on time scales of hundreds of
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